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Abstract- Cyber security is the practice of defending the computers, servers, electronic devices and data stored in 

online cloud from mislenious attacks.  It is divided in some part like network security and computer security. 

Network security is to make the network from the attackers from hacking. 

 In a health care organization where nowadays all work done by using electronic medical record and storing the 

information in online cloud, there is the higher risk of getting affected by the unwanted attackers and get the 

information from third party sources. Electronic medical records are at higher risk of getting affected by different 

method like pissing method or also can be effected by the malware and ransom ware that can be more dangerous to 

the system.  

To make the proper safety, data encryption is very useful where the thirdparty source cannot access the 

information and the information gets limited the sender and the receiver. And also there is different ways to give 

the safeguard the patient information in hospital RMR is browsing the internet by using VPN, and not to open any 

suspicious site.  

Keywords: Cyber security, Electronic Medical records, Cyber smart, Malware, Ransom ware, Cyberattack, 

Cyber threats. 

1. INTRODUCTION   

“Cyber security is the practice of defending computers, servers, mobile devices, electronic systems, networks, and 

data from malicious attacks” [1] . It is an interchangeable term from of the information security. It also lead to a 

breach in the confidentiality, integrity or availability of information [2] .  Cyber security is not only a threat to a 

single person; it can impact the whole organization and also the governing body.  

Cyber security can be divided into few common terms first is Network security which means to secure computer 

networks, second is Application security which indicates to have secured computer applications which helps to 

provide access to the data as its designed to protect. Another one is Information security which is to maintain the 

integrity and privacy of the data to be protected in both storage as well as in transit, Last is the Operational security, 

it includes that how to handle and how to protect the  data for example to  access the secured data or providing 

permission to use the data.  Some other cyber security methods are disaster recovery when the data get exposed 

after that how to manage it and recover it and the again protect it another is the End user education as it depends 

upon the individual like how they are protecting their data or their awareness for examples not to access unknown 

links, attachments etc, not plug in unknown USB or pen drives etc [3] 

The scale of cyber threats globally indicates that it is raising breaches each and every year. According to the report 

by Risk based security data 79 billion records have been exposed in the year 2019.  

Mostly medical sectors experienced the most breaches of cyber threats because they collect financial and medical 

data and hence experienced the cyber customer’s attacks [4] 

As the health sector is continuing to give the best possible way to treat the patient in life-critical situations by using 

the newer technologies like e-medical treatment or medical treatment, etc. Cyber threat hackers try to look into 

that important patient information. The healthcare industry is more exposed to many cyber attacks nowadays. This 

issue ranges from malware that can act as a threat to the information of the patient. The healthcare industry also 

faces many challenges in the form of cyber attacks. The cyber attack done in health care is beyond financial loss 
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but also the loss of the patient valuable information that can risk the life of the patient. The use of cyber security is 

basically to protect the patient’s data from cybercrime.  

2. CYBER RISK 

Cyber risk is the risk of damage to an organization through its information system. Many organization and health 

institutions now a day’s moving to use of online storage so it give the hackers chance to get the loopholes of the 

system to make some changes. Vulnerabilities and weakness, flaws and errors can be exploited by the attackers 

through internet.  

Depending on the attack, the direct and indirect consequences may impact any organization or a system’s finances 

and operation.  

By using the electronic medical record system where it becomes easy to record the patient history and also the 

vision status along with the glasses prescription.  

And all this information are now a day’s getting saved in electronic medical record so there is a need to give the 

information a safeguard to the patient ocular status information, so that we can secure from cyber attack. [1] 

3. ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORD SYSTEM 

Electronic Medical record is a collection of medical information of a person stored in the computers such as 

patient’s demographic data, relevant patient’s history, examinations, diagnostics tests, possible treatments and 

referrals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.1 Integrated medical Information system 

4. EMR IS AT RISK OF CYBER THREAT 

4.1 Phishing Attack 

It often come through email in an attempt to lure the user to click the link and after that some viruses get installed 

to that device that can make certain changes to the device, they also can steal the information of the device along 

with the IP address. 

To avoid these things the physicians should closely examine any file sharing request before sending it to anywhere 

and also need to make sure that the file is sent to an trusted and authorized address  

4.2 Malware and Ransom ware 

Malware can enter to the hospital EMR system in a variety of ways - via download, phishing attack and software 

vulnerabilities through the encrypted traffic sources and they can be used to steal the data of the hospital record 

and also giving long term herm to the hospital computers. 
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Table-4.1 The ten Largest HPAA Data Breaches reported to HHS Database as of February 2020 

 

Adopted from HHS- office for Civil rights, Breaches portal 

https://ocrportal.hhs.gov/ocr/breach/breach_report.jsf;jsessionid=365037181A402E68E1611931BC7B016, Updated 21 February 2020 

On the other hand ransom ware work in a different way, it when steel the patient data or the system information it 

seek some money to giving back the data to the actual user and the hospital cannot use the EMR until the required 

payment is not done. This is actually more dangerous to the hospital because using EMR need to be more up to 

date to the recent advancement to the technique and if it get corrupted then getting it back is very difficult.  

Threat from cloud storage: As many of the hospital store the patient data and all the information at cloud to 

improve the patient care and this can accessible to specific network and other network can’s access it.  

But if there is any suspicious person also using cloud storage then they can allow the unnecessary sites to access 

the cloud storage and get the information from outside that can be a potential risk of having the cloud storage.  

5. EMERGING THE NEW CYBER THREATS IN THE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM 

Ransom ware, for example, is a particularly dangerous form of malware for hospitals, as the loss of patient data 

can put lives at risk. It is a type of malware that actually targets the system and files and also the system becomes 

inaccessible until the required money was given to the party responsible for the cyberattack.  

So the ransom ware attack in the following way:  

➢ By pushing emails  

➢ By clicking a suspicious link  

➢ By viewing an advertisement containing the malware in it  
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Table-5.1 Emerging technologies for cyber security 

6. DEFERENCE AGAINST CYBERATTACK  

Data encryption help to protect data as if there is encryption has done then the data is transferred to the target user 

directly and there is no rule for the outsiders for entry and peep about the information for the purpose to steel in 

any case.  

But now a days the hackers are also getting more smarter and they are using blind spots in encryption where they 

can hide without being notice and avoid detection and then effect the target to attack to get the information of that 

organization.  

7. WAYS TO SAFEGUARD THE PATIENT DATA 

To give safeguard to the sensitive information of the patients there are some steps that can be taken  

➢ By using VPN to mask the identity of the user and also the IP aadess. With a VPN, you can 

certainly avoid all such tracking. It is because the VPN encrypts all the data generated from the 

device. 

➢ using anti-malware applications because if any how it get entered in the device or the system 

then it can give damage to the device  malware replicates quickly whilst damaging the data 

files and spread over the entire system or the network 

➢ Don’t click at the emails or messages came from un-trusted sites, there is a cyber attack type 

called fishing technique where the un-trusted sources operators give the attractive mails or 

messages and when the used clicked the email then there is automatic download of the files that 

can actually control the entire device of that authority [6] .  

8. OPTOMETRY AND CYBER SECURITY 

Nowadays many eye care hospitals are also moving themselves to the developed way to record the patient 

information by using the electronic medical record system where it becomes easy to record the patient history and 

also the vision status along with the glasses prescription.   
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8.1 Recommended Approach to Cyber Security in Health Care 

As discussed above there are lots of cyber threats ways to be done with the patients data uploaded in the EMR so 

it is very important to aware and educate the medical professionals to learn the cyber security ways to protect the 

data from the leaking and misuse of it [5] . 

➢ Quality IT at the foundation- For protecting the data it is important to have proper IT department 

in the hospitals not only human resources but the IT infrastructure also to safe the patients data 

➢ Preventive and proactive stance- For the preventive aspects the data should be under the 

surveillance and protection by the certain networks and applications in the hospitals.  

➢ Training and Approach- It is important to safe the data that each and every person should know 

the basic idea about the protection of the patient’s data. Only limited and trust worthy persons 

are allowed to access the Electronic medical records. [5] .  

CONCLUSION 

Based on the synthesis and literature selected, it is found that using of the advance technology in the medical field 

is very appreciable but along with the use of cyber security we can safe guard the patients demographic as well as 

medical data for safety storage as well as for maintain patient’s privacy. We can enhance the advancement of the 

data protection by the IT professionals and its infrastructure and hence we can provide safe and secured medical 

service to the society.  
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